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A highlight of crimes solved with
the help of 3SI’s satellite tracking technology.
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2018
Amount
Recovered Summary
$30,000
1 arrest

Fresno, CA- Dec 29
A suspect held up a wireless store and made off with several smartphones. Phone Tracker
alerted police who were logged in and tracking. Police used GPS data to recover all of the stolen
merchandise and put the suspect behind bars.

$30,000

Chicago, IL - Dec 28
Four suspects robbed a wireless retailer of smartphones and fled. Police used tracking data to
locate the assailants and moved in once the vehicle became stationary. All of the criminals escaped
on foot, leaving the stolen merchandise behind. While all of the property was recovered, police are
still searching for the suspects involved.

$30,000

Decatur, GA - Dec 28
A suspect robbed a local wireless store of smartphones. Phone Tracker silently alerted Loss
Prevention and police who began tracking. The phones were recovered and the suspect was taken
into custody.

1 arrest
$30,000
1 arrest
$30,000
1 arrest
$30,000
4 arrests
$15,325
2 arrests

Dekalb, IL - Dec 27
A lone suspect robbed a large retailer of smartphones. Phone Tracker alerted police who tracked
and apprehended the suspects. All of the merchandise was recovered.
Atlanta, GA - Dec 26
A lone suspect robbed a big-box retailer of smartphones and other merchandise. Phone Tracker
silently alerted police who tracked and apprehended the suspect within 20 minutes of leaving the
store. All of the merchandise was recovered and returned to the store.
Houston, TX - Dec 25
Fours suspects broke into a popular wireless retail store on Christmas day and stole smartphones.
The Tracker activated, notifying police who were logged into the 3SI system and tracking. Police
were able to locate the criminals less than 20 minutes later. A full recovery was made.
La Porte, IN - Dec 24
Two suspects robbed a wireless store of smartphones and fled by vehicle. Phone Tracker alerted
Loss Prevention and the police who began tracking. The two suspects were taken into custody and
all of the merchandise was recovered.

GPS Tracking
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Amount
Recovered Summary
$30,000
4 arrests

Full
Recovery
1 arrest
$311,865
1 arrest

$30,000
3 arrests

$30,000
3 arrests
$30,000
3 arrests
$64,092
2 arrests
$500
1 arrest
$49,000
3 arrests

Calumet, IL- Dec 23
Four suspects robbed a wireless store and fled on foot to a home less than two blocks away
from the location of the crime. When police arrived, two of the suspects attempted to hide in the
basement, while the other two tried to exit out of the back door. Police were able to apprehended
all of the suspects involved. The stolen merchandise was recovered shortly thereafter.
El Paso, TX - Dec 23
A suspect robbed a wireless store and fled. Police were silently alerted and tracked the assailant
using GPS data. The suspect was apprehended and the smartphones were recovered.
Marion, IL - Dec 21
Two suspects broke into a wireless store after hours and proceeded to steal hundreds of thousands
of dollars in smartphones. The suspects loaded a rented u-haul truck with all of the stolen
merchandise and fled. Phone Tracker alerted police and enabled them to track the vehicle until it
became stationary. Once stopped, police moved in and captured one of the suspects involved. The
truck was seized, and all of the stolen merchandise was recovered. Police are still searching for the
other suspect.
Lithia Springs, GA - Dec 13
Three suspects broke into a wireless store after hours and stole smartphones. The Tracker they
unknowingly added to their bag activated immediately and notified police. Police were on the
scene before the suspects had an opportunity to load their vehicle. All of the stolen merchandise
was recovered and returned to the store, and all three suspects were taken into custody.
Evanston, WY - Dec 13
Three suspects robbed a large retailer of smartphones. Phone Tracker alerted police and began
tracking. The suspects were located and all of the stolen merchandise was recovered.
Hyattsville, MD - Dec 11
Three suspects robbed a large wireless retailer of smartphones. The Tracker alerted police and
began tracking. The suspects were quickly apprehended and a full recovery was made.
Deerfield, FL - Dec 9
Two suspects broke into a wireless store after hours and stole thousands of dollars worth of
smartphones. Police located the suspects using GPS tracking data. Once on-site, police found four
large bags of stolen goods in the suspect’s vehicle. A total of 93 smartphones was recovered.
Burlington, NJ - Dec 9
A suspect entered a big-box retailer and stole a cell phone. The stolen phone was actually a Phone
Tracker. Police used GPS to pinpoint the assailant’s whereabouts. They were able to recover the
stolen phone and return it to the retailer.
Fort Worth, TX - Dec 9
Three suspects robbed a wireless store at gunpoint for smartphones and other merchandise and
fled by car. Police used tracking data from the Tracker to locate the suspects. Once the assailants
became stationary police moved in and apprehended them all. All of the stolen property was
recovered from the vehicle.

GPS Tracking
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Amount
Recovered Summary
$38,828
2 arrests

$13,400
5 arrests
$14,000
2 arrests

San Ysidro, CA - Dec 4
Two suspects entered a wireless store and produced a handgun. They ordered all of the
employees and customers onto the floor and forced the manager on duty to open the safe. The
individuals then fled the store with 38 smartphones and a Phone Tracker. The tracker silently
notified police who tracked and apprehended the suspects and recovered all of the stolen
smartphones.
Raytown, MO - Dec 4
Five armed suspects robbed a wireless store and fled with the stolen merchandise. Police
were alerted and tracked the group using GPS. All of the suspects were apprehended and the
merchandise was returned to the store.
Kent, WA - Dec 3
Two suspects robbed a wireless store and fled. GPS enabled police to track the suspects who
traveled a couple of miles before becoming stationary. Once stopped, police moved in and
recovered all of the stolen merchandise and apprehended the two suspects.

$4,000

Altamonte Springs, FL - November 28
A lone suspect robbed a phone store of smartphones and a Phone Tracker and fled. Police
responded when they received the alert. The suspect realized he was being pursued and dumped
the merchandise. Police tracked the device to a nearby rooftop of a neighboring business. The
store property was recovered. The suspect is still at large. An investigation is pending.

$3,000

Spring, TX - November 24
A suspect attempted to steal several smartphones along with other items. Unware that the store
used Phone Tracker, the unsuspecting thief stole a device, which activated as soon as it was
removed from the shelf. Local police were notified of the crime. The criminal was identified and
arrested. All of the merchandise was returned to the store.

1 arrest

$64,000
3 arrests

College Park, MD - November 23
Three suspects robbed a phone store at gunpoint, stealing thousands in smartphones and
other devices. One of the stolen phones was actually Phone Tracker and it began to track their
movements the moment they fled the store. Local police were alerted and tracked. The suspects
were apprehended at a nearby apartment. All of the stolen devices were recovered and returned
to the store.

$1,800

Brooklyn Park, MN - November 23
A suspect entered a big-box retailer and stole a smartphone and a Phone Tracker. The tracker
immediately activated notifying local police of the incident. Police tracked the suspect until the
device became stationary and then moved in. The suspect escaped but left the devices behind. A
full recovery was made and an investigation is pending.

$30,000

Sedalia, MO - November 21
Two masked suspects entered a phone store and demanded cash and merchandise. The store
employee gave the criminal smartphones and a Phone Tracker. The device silently notified police
who were able to locate both suspects just twenty minutes later. The two men were taken into
custody and a full recovery was made.

2 arrests
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Amount
Recovered Summary
$160
2 arrests
$49,000
1 arrest

$43,000
2 arrests
$30,300
2 arrests
$44,085
3 arrests

$11,000
3 arrests

$30,000
1 arrest

$30,000
1 arrest

$23,000
3 arrests

Scarborough, ON - November 19
Two suspects ran into a phone store and quickly grabbed smartphones. 3SI contacted ON Toronto
PD and assisted in tracking. The device became stationary at a nearby addess. The two suspects
were apprehended. There is a full recovery expected.
Santa Clara, CA - November 18
A lone suspect broke into a phone store after hours and stole smartphones and a Phone Tracker.
The tracker quickly notified Santa Clara PD , who were logged in and tracking. The device tracked
until it became stationary at a nearby address. Police moved in and apprehended the suspect
involved. The suspect’s vehicle was detained and all of the merchandise recovered.
Henderson, NV - November 17
Two men robbed a phone store and unknowingly took a Phone Tracker. Henderson PD were logged
in and picked up the signal. Police were immediately dispatched. Police apprehended the two
suspects involved and have made a full recovery.
Norman, OK - November 17
Two men robbed a phone store of smartphones and a Phone Tracker. The device began tracking
and police were able to use the tracking data to locate the two suspects involved. All of the
merchandise was recovered, the arrests were made as a direct result of the involved tracker.
Las Vegas, NV - November 17
Four suspects ran into a phone store, quickly grabbed as many smartphones as they could and
fled in a nearby vehicle. Little did they know, they also stole a Phone Tracker. The tracker activated
notifying police of the robbery. Three of the four suspects involved have been apprehended. A full
recovery was made. Police continue to seach for the 4th suspect
Corydon, IN - November 17
Three suspects robbed a big-box retail store of multiple smartphones and a Phone Tracker.
The device activated, silently notifying police that a crime had occurred. Police began tracking
the suspects, picking them up when the vehicle stopped at an itersection. All of the stolen
merchandise was recovered.
Palm Harbor, FL - November 16
A lone suspect robbed a big-box retailer of smartphones and a Phone Tracker and fled. The police
were logged in and received notification from the device that a crime was in progess. Police were
dispatched and tracked the suspect to a neighboring town where they were able to apprehend the
suspect and recover all of the stolen merchandise.
Indianapolis, IN - November 13
A brazen lone suspect entered a big-box retailer and proceeded to steal a large quantity of
smartphones and a Phone Tracker. The device immediately notified police. The suspect escaped,
but police were hot on his trail. The individual was picked up by police just 20 minutes later. Police
were able to arrest the suspect. A full recovery was made.
Warrenton, VA - November 10
Four suspects entered a big-box retail store and stole smartphones and a Phone Tracker. The
tracker alerted police, who were on the scene within minutes. Three of the four suspects were
apprehended just a short distance away from the scene of the crime. A full recovery was made.

GPS Tracking
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Amount
Recovered Summary
Full
Recovery
2 arrests
$2,250
1 arrest
$15,900
3 arrests

$25,000
1 arrest
Full
Recovery
1 arrest
Full
Recovery
2 arrests
$34,000
3 arrests

Greensboro, NC - November 8
Two suspects robbed a phone store of smartphones and a Phone Tracker. The device alerted police,
who were logged in and tracking. Both suspects were apprehended less than 20 minutes later at a
nearby location. All of the merchandise was recovered.
Newark, NJ - November 5
A lone suspect robbed a phone store and fled. Police used GPS data to track and apprehend the
suspect. All of the stolen cash was recovered.
Greensboro, NC - October 30
Two armed suspects entered a phone store, a third remained in the car, awaiting their return. Upon
entering the store they announced a robbery and ordered everyone to the floor. They took over
50 smartphones from the safe, and robbed the store employees and customers of cash. Tracking
data helped police apprehend all three suspects. A full recovery of the phones and cash was made.
There were no injuries to the victims. All three suspects have extensive criminal histories. The
detectives were thrilled with the trackers accuracy and performance.
Indian Trail, NC - October 30
A suspect entered a phone store armed with a handgun and forced the manager to open the safe.
He took thousands in cell phones and I-Pads and fled. The Sheriff’s Office tracked the suspect and
he was taken into custody. A full recovery of the merchandise was made.
Desoto, MO - October 24
Two suspects stole smartphones from a big-box retailer. Phone Tracker provided GPS data to local
police who were able to track and apprehend one of the suspects. The stolen smartphones were
recovered.
Grand Prairie, TX- October 23
Two suspects stole smartphones from a phone store. Phone Tracker reported their location, and
police apprehended them and recovered the stolen smartphones.
Lansing, MI - October 23
Four suspects robbed a prominent phone store, stealing thousands in merchandise. Police used
Phone Tracker to track and apprehend three of the suspects. The stolen inventory was recovered.

$30,841

Waconia, MN - October 21
A suspect entered a phone store and stole smartphones. He escaped but Phone Tracker provided
police with tracking info that led to the location of the car that contained all of the stolen
merchandise. An investigation is currently pending.

Full
Recovery

Indianapolis, IN - October 21
Two suspects robbed a phone store of a large number of smartphones. They fled but police used
Phone Tracker to track and apprehend them. All of the stolen phones were recovered.

2 arrests
$5,000
2 arrests

Grand Prairie, TX - October 20
Two suspects robbed a phone store of a large amount of smartphones and a Phone Tracker. They
escaped, but police were able to track them down and recover all of the stolen merchandise. They
are now both in custody.
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Amount
Recovered Summary
$500
1 arrest
$30,000
2 arrests
$500
2 arrests
$20,000
3 arrests
$50,000
1 arrest
Full
Recovery
1 arrest
$18,000
2 arrests
$12,000
3 arrests
$6,060
1 arrest

$5,910
1 arrest

$500
1 arrest

Union, SC - October 20
A lone suspect stole a smartphone from a big box store. Police used GPS to track and apprehend
the suspect. The stolen merchandise was recovered and returned to the store.
Whittier, CA - October 17
Two suspects conducted a robbery at a phone store. They fled with smartphones and a Phone
Tracker. The device tracked until it became stationary at a house in the area. Police swooped in and
arrested both suspects and recovered all of the stolen goods.
Morganton, NC - October 17
Two suspects robbed a phone store of a cell phone. Phone Tracker was used to apprehend both
suspects and recover the stolen merchandise.
Dayton, OH - October 16
A group of bandits charged a phone store and stole a large quantity of cell phones. GPS was used
to locate and recover all of the stolen goods. Three of the six suspects are now in custody.
Midlothian, VA - October 14
Two suspects robbed a phone store for a large quantity of cell phones and a Phone Tracker. Police
were logged in and tracking. All of the merchandise was recovered and one suspect was taken into
custody. The second suspect has been identified and is pending arrest.
Harker Heights, TX - October 12
Two suspects robbed a phone store and stole smartphones and a Phone Tracker. The device alerted
police. A full recovery was made and one of the suspects was apprehended.
Howell, NJ - October 10
Two suspects entered a phone store and pried open a locked phone case, stealing approximately
$18,000 in cell phones. Police used GPS to track their vehicle to a neighboring town where they
were both taken into custody. All of the stolen equipment was recovered.
Winfield, KS - October 10
Three suspects entered a big-box retailer, stole multiple smartphones and ran. Police used GPS
to locate the criminals. All three were taken into custody and all of the stolen merchandise was
recovered.
Las Vegas, NV - October 2
Two suspects entered a wireless store and stole several smartphones. Fortunately, Phone Tracker
provided police with detailed tracking data that enabled them to locate and apprehend one of the
suspects and recover all of the stolen devices.
Stoneham, MA - September 29
Two suspects broke into a phone store after business hours. They stole smartphones and fled. Local
police were able to track and apprehend one of the suspects, and recover all of the stolen phones.
Westport, CT - September 28
A suspect stole a smartphone from a phone store and fled. Using Phone Tracker, police tracked and
arrested the suspect. They also recovered the stolen smartphone.

GPS Tracking
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Amount
Recovered Summary
$500
2 arrests

$9,299
2 arrests

Perry, GA - September 28
Two suspects stole a smartphone from a big box store. Police used Phone Tracker to track and
apprehend the suspects. The stolen phone was recovered and returned to the store.
Charlotte, NC - September 28
Two suspects robbed a phone store and fled. Luckily, Phone Tracker was hidden with the
merchandise they stole. Police tracked and apprehended both robbers and successfully recovered
all of the stolen inventory.

$500

Indianapolis, IN - September 24
A suspect stole a smartphone from a big box store and escaped. Phone Tracker provided GPS data
to local police who were able to recover the stolen merchandise.

$500

Houston, TX - September 23
A lone suspect stole a smartphone from a big box store. Phone Tracker provided GPS to local police
who were able to track and apprehend the suspect. The stolen smartphone was recovered.

1 arrest

$500
1 arrest

$500
2 arrests

Canton, MI - September 22
A suspect stole a smartphone from a big box store. Phone Tracker provided GPS data to local police
who were able to track and apprehend the suspect. The stolen smartphone was recovered.
Minneapolis, MN - September 20
An armed and masked suspect entered a game store and stole cash and a video game. He also
stole a Cash Tracker. A short pursuit ensued and resulted in the suspect's apprehension. The stolen
cash and merchandise was recovered. This was the third robbery of the same store by this suspect.
Luckily, Cash Tracker caught him this time.

$500

Cynthiana, KY - September 19
A suspect stole a smartphone from a big box store and escaped. Police were able to recover the
stolen phone.

$10,060

Aurora, CO - September 18
Four suspects stole a large number of smartphones and electronic devices from a big box store.
Police used GPS tracking data provided by Phone Tracker to track and apprehend all four suspects,
and make a full recovery of all of the stolen merchandise.

4 arrests

$160,000
2 arrests

$500
1 arrest

$500
1 arrest

$500
1 arrest

Toronto, ON - September 18
Two suspects robbed a phone store and stole $160,000 worth of phones and equipment. Local
police used Phone Tracker to track and apprehend both suspects. All of the stolen merchandise
was returned to the store.
Las Vegas, NV - September 17
A suspect stole a smartphone from a phone store. Phone Tracker helped police locate and
apprehend the robber. The stolen smartphone was recovered.
Woodbridge, NJ - September 16
A suspect stole a smartphone from a big box store. Phone Tracker provided GPS data to local police
who were able to track and apprehend the suspect. The stolen smartphone was recovered.
Estero, FL - September 14
A lone suspect stole a smartphone from a big box store. Phone Tracker reported his location, and
police apprehended him and recovered the stolen smartphone.

GPS Tracking
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Amount
Recovered Summary
$500
1 arrest

$500
1 arrest

$10,000
2 arrests

$12,494
2 arrests

$500
1 arrest

Mayfield Heights, OH - September 14
A suspect stole a smartphone from a big box store. Police used Phone Tracker to track and
apprehend the suspect. The stolen inventory was recovered.
Wyncote, PA - September 14
A lone suspect stole a smartphone from a big box store. He fled but police used GPS to track and
apprehend him. The stolen phone was recovered.
Glenview, IL - September 13
Three suspects robbed a phone store of a large number of smartphones. They fled but police used
Phone Tracker to track and apprehend two of them. All of the stolen phones were recovered and
police expect to arrest the third individual soon.
Chicago, IL - September 13
Two suspects entered a phone store and stole smartphones. They escaped but Phone Tracker
provided police with tracking info that led to the arrest of both suspects and a full recovery of the
stolen inventory.
Oklahoma City, OK - September 12
A lone suspect stole a smartphone from a big box store. Police used GPS to track and apprehend
the suspect. All of the stolen merchandise was recovered and returned to the store.

$28,000

Little Elm, TX - September 12
A suspect robbed a phone store of a large amount of smartphones. He escaped but police were
able to recover a bag containing all of the stolen merchandise, which was returned to the store.
The investigation is ongoing.

$500

Phone Tracker™- Lynn Haven, FL - September 9
A suspect stole a smartphone from a big box store. Police were able to track and apprehend the
suspect while he was still in the parking lot. The stolen phone was recovered.

1 arrest

$500
3 arrests

$500
2 arrests

$500
1 arrest

$8,900
3 arrests

Hollywood, FL - September 7
Three suspects stole a smartphone from a big box store. They escaped in a car but then foot bailed
at a golf course where police pursued and apprehended them with the help of a K9 unit. All three
suspects were captured and the stolen electronics were recovered.
Cypress, TX - September 7
Two suspects stole a smartphone from a big box store. Police tracked the suspects' vehicle and
pulled them over. Both suspects are in custody and the stolen material was recovered.
Harvey, LA - September 7
A suspect stole a smartphone from a big box store. Luckily, Phone Tracker was along for the ride,
and helped police track and apprehend him, and recover the stolen device.
Roseville, CA - September 7
Three robbers stole smartphones from an electronics store. Using GPS from Phone Tracker, local
police tracked and apprehended all three suspects. All of the stolen phones were returned.

GPS Tracking
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Amount
Recovered Summary
$21,541
3 arrests

$500
1 arrest
$1,000
3 arrests
$1,000
1 arrest
$17,601
4 arrests
$4,000
1 arrest
$30,000
4 arrests

$500
2 arrests
$1,500
1 arrest

Houston, TX - September 6
Three suspects stole a large number of smartphones from a big box store. Luckily, Phone Tracker
was along for the ride and reported their location to police. All three suspects were apprehended,
a stolen van was recovered, and all of the stolen electronics were recovered and returned to the
store.
Andalusia, AL - September 5
A lone individual stole a smartphone from a big box store. Phone Tracker reported the crime and
police were able to apprehend the individual and recover the stolen merchandise.
Norfolk, VA - September 4
Three suspects stole smartphones from a big box store. Police used GPS to track and apprehend all
three suspects, and recover all of the stolen inventory. The suspects were arrested just 7 minutes
after the crime occurred.
Grove City, OH - September 2
Two suspects stole smartphones from a big box store. Police used the GPS data provided by Phone
Tracker to track and apprehend the suspect. A full recovery was made.
Houston, TX - September 1
Four robbers entered a phone store and stole smartphones. Unknown to them, they also stole a
Phone Tracker. Local police were logged in and tracking. All four suspects were arrested and all of
the stolen inventory was recovered just 6 minutes after the robbery occurred.
Abilene, TX - September 1
A single suspect stole several smartphones plus Phone Tracker from a big box store. Police tracked
using GPS and, when the suspect became stationary, moved in for the arrest. All of the stolen
merchandise was recovered.
Milton, ON - August 29
Three disguised male suspects, one armed with a knife, entered a phone store and stole 34
smartphones and a Phone Tracker. The suspects fled to a getaway vehicle driven by a fourth
individual. Responding officers utilized the track data supplied by Phone Tracker to follow the
suspect vehicle to where it stopped in a residential neighborhood. All four suspects fled on foot
and one was immediately apprehended. Police were able to identify the residence into which
the other three individuals entered and arrested them as well. All of the stolen phones were
recovered. Police also recovered two stolen vehicles, cash and weapons. The suspects are being
charged and investigated for multiple holdups in the greater Toronto area.
Baton Route, LA - August 28
Two suspects stole a smartphone from a big box store. Police used Phone Tracker to track and
apprehend the suspects. The stolen phone was recovered and returned to the store.
Baton Route, LA - August 28
A suspect stole smartphones and an iPad from a big box store. Police used Phone Tracker to track
and apprehend the suspect. The stolen inventory was recovered and returned to the store.

GPS Tracking
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Amount
Recovered Summary
$1,100
1 arrest
$300
1 arrest
$500
1 arrest
$500
1 arrest
$10,250
1 arrest

$8,500
1 arrest

$30,000
2 arrests

$10,000
1 arrest
$500
1 arrest

Warren, MI - August 26
A suspect broke into a phone store after hours and stole smartphones and cash. Phone Tracker
was along for the ride and notified police of the crime. The suspect was successfully tracked and
apprehended. Police were able to recover all of the stolen phones and cash.
Milwaukee, WI - August 24
A suspect robbed a phone store and stole a smartphone. Phone Tracker helped police locate and
apprehend the robber. The stolen smartphone was recovered.
De Soto, TX - August 22
A suspect stole a smartphone from a phone store. Phone Tracker reported his whereabouts to
police who successfully tracked and arrested him. The stolen smartphone was recovered.
Mesa, AZ - August 21
A suspect stole a smartphone from a big box store. Police used Phone Tracker to track and
apprehend the suspect. The stolen inventory was recovered and returned to the store.
Downey, CA - August 19
Three suspects entered a phone store and implied weapons. They stole numerous smartphones
and escaped. Phone Tracker provided police with tracking info and they positioned themselves
along the escape route. One officer noticed a suspicious vehicle with no license plate, and when he
attempted a vehicle stop, a chase ensued. Two of the suspects escaped but one was captured by
police. All of the stolen phones were recovered and returned to the store.
Antioch, TN - August 19
A lone suspect stole smartphones and a smartwatch from a big box store. He fled in a vehicle.
Police tracked and located him. He was arrested, and since police could see the stolen phones
inside the car, they obtained a search warrant. The car was impounded and all of the stolen
inventory was recovered.
Richmond Hill, NY - August 18
Two suspects conducted an armed takeover robbery at a phone store. They fled with $30,000
worth of stolen inventory. Local police were just changing shifts when the robbery call came in,
and officers ran out of roll call to apprehend the criminals. Both suspects were apprehended, a
loaded 9MM firearm was found, and all of the stolen phones were recovered. One suspect was
on federal probation. Both are suspected of conducting other takeover robberies, all with heavily
armed gunmen, large losses, and grave danger to the community. Thanks to Phone Tracker, two
very dangerous criminals have been taken off the streets.
Summerfield, FL - August 18
A lone suspect stole smartphones from a big box store. Luckily, he also stole a Phone Tracker. Police
used GPS to track and apprehend the suspect. All of the stolen smartphones were recovered and
returned to the store.
Normal, IL - August 17
A suspect stole a smartphone from a big box store. Police used Phone Tracker to track and
apprehend the suspect. The stolen inventory was recovered and returned to the store.

GPS Tracking
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Amount
Recovered Summary
$16,400
2 arrests

$3,000
1 arrest
$25,619
3 arrests
$500
1 arrest
$500
1 arrest
$500
1 arrest
$30,000
2 arrests

$18,760
3 arrests

$500
1 arrest
$500
1 arrest

Bakersfield, CA - August 15
Two armed robbers entered a phone store and stole smartphones and cash. Phone Tracker
alerted police who began tracking. When the tracker became stationary, police moved in and
arrested one suspect, but the other escaped. Then, Phone Tracker began reporting again as the
second suspect still had the device with him. Police tracked until the device became stationary
at the residence of a convict who had been released on probation. They arrested the second
suspect and found the Phone Tracker in the car used to commit the crime, a car which had been
carjacked some time earlier. The investigation is continuing.
Conway, SC - August 14
A suspect stole several smartphones from a big box store. Phone Tracker was along for the ride,
and helped police track and apprehend him. Police made a partial recovery of the stolen inventory.
Rockmart, GA - August 13
Four suspects stole smartphones from an electronics store. Local police were logged in and
tracking. Three of the four suspects were apprehended and all the stolen phones were recovered.
Wichita, KS - August 12
A suspect stole a smartphone from a big box store and fled. Local dispatch provided tracking info to
police who successfully apprehended the thief. The stolen smartphone was also recovered.
Cottage Grove, MN - August 12
Two suspects stole a smartphone from a big box store and fled. Police successfully tracked and
apprehended one of the suspects. The investigation is ongoing.
Frisco, TX - August 9
A lone individual stole a Phone Tracker from a big box store. Police tracked and apprehended the
suspect and recovered the stolen Phone Tracker.
Brooklyn Park, MN - August 2
Two suspects conducted an armed robbery at a phone store. They escaped with smartphones
and a Phone Tracker. Local police were logged in and tracking. The device tracked until it became
stationary at an apartment complex nearby. Police moved in to arrest both suspects and recover all
of the stolen phones.
Griffin, GA - July 31
Three robbers stole smartphones from an electronics store. During their escape, they traveled
through multiple jurisdictions at speeds in excess of 125 mph. Thanks to Phone Tracker, police
safely pursued and apprehended all three suspects, and recovered all of the stolen phones. This
crew has been implicated in at least two other electronics store robberies.
Marshall, TX - July 28
A suspect stole a Phone Tracker from a big box store. Police were alerted and tracked. The suspect
was apprehended and the device was recovered.
Winter Haven, FL - July 27
A lone suspect stole the Phone Tracker from an electronics store. Police tracked and arrested the
suspect, and recovered the device.

GPS Tracking
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Amount
Recovered Summary
$5,362
5 arrests

$25,000
2 arrests
$15,000
2 arrests
$30,000
1 arrest

$30,000
2 arrests

$8,500
1 arrest
$58,000
2 arrests

$500
2 arrests

Houston, TX - July 25
Five individuals robbed a phone store. During their flight, at least two of the suspects attempted
to carjack a vehicle from a local gas station, but police intervened and arrested them. With the
assistance of a K9 unit, the other suspects were also arrested and all of the stolen phones were
recovered and returned to the store owner.
Westbury, NY - July 24
Two suspects robbed a phone store and fled in a vehicle. Police tracked them through multiple
precincts before successfully apprehending them. Both suspects are under arrest and all of the
stolen inventory was recovered.
Houston, TX - July 24
Two suspects conducted a burglary at a phone store. Phone Tracker alerted police and they began
tracking. Both suspects were apprehended and all of the stolen phones were recovered.
Memphis, TN - July 23
Two armed suspects robbed a phone store and stole smartphones as well as some other
equipment. The police tracked the suspects and noticed that they looped back and appeared to go
back by the store after the robbery. Police initiated a stop and one suspect bailed from the car and
escaped. The other suspect was successfully detained. All of the stolen merchandise as well as
the firearm used during the robbery was recovered.
San Bernardino, CA - July 22
Two suspects entered a phone store and immediately began attacking the manager who, luckily,
did not sustain major injuries. The criminals took the manager to the safe and forced him to open
it. They escaped but Phone Tracker gave police the upper hand...after just a few minutes, they
had both suspects in custody and recovered all of the stolen phones.
Corona, CA - July 22
A lone suspect robbed a phone store and escaped. Police used GPS to track the suspect through
multiple jurisdictions. When the car became stationary, police moved in for the arrest. The police
believe this suspect is responsible for many similar crime events throughout Southern California.
Toronto, ON - July 22
Two armed, disguised suspects entered a phone store and stole approximately 35 smartphones as
well as Phone Tracker. They fled in a vehicle driven by a third individual. Responding police officers
used tracking data to locate the suspects’ vehicle. Police arrested the suspects as they were
transporting the bag containing the stolen phones. A search warrant for the vehicle resulted in
the recovery of a firearm as well as additional smartphones stolen in another robbery. In total,
58 smartphones were recovered.
Phoenix, AZ - July 19
Two suspects entered a phone store. While the store employee was in the back, they stole the
Phone Tracker. Using the tracking data, police quickly located and arrested both suspects and
recovered the stolen device.
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Amount
Recovered Summary
$55,000
4 arrests
$17,000
2 arrests
$30,000
1 arrest

$11,797
1 arrest
$20,000
2 arrests
$14,000
4 arrests
$1,400
1 arrest
$4,670
1 arrest
$30,000
1 arrest

Oakland, CA - July 18
Four robbers entered a phone store and escaped with $55,000 of smartphones. Police were logged
in and tracking and were able to arrest all four suspects as well as recover all of the stolen phones.
Crystal, MN - July 12
Two suspects entered a phone store and stole smartphones. They thought they had escaped
but luckily Phone Tracker was along for the ride. Police tracked and arrested both robbers and
recovered some of the stolen merchandise.
Yucaipa, CA - July 9
After robbing a phone store, the suspect drove through multiple jurisdictions. Luckily, Phone
Tracker was easily able to report to police exactly where they were. Using vehicular pursuit as
well as an airship, police successfully located the suspect’s vehicle where they recovered all of the
stolen phones.
Albuquerque, NM - July 5
One robber entered a phone store and escaped with both cash and smartphones. Luckily, Phone
Tracker was on the job and quickly alerted police. The suspect and all of the stolen cash and
phones was recovered.
Melrose Park, IL - July 5
After robbing a phone store, the two suspects fled in a car. While being pursued by police, they
ditched the car and tried to escape on foot. They were quickly caught, and their vehicle, containing
all of the stolen phones, was recovered.
Indian Trail, NC - July 4
Four suspects comprising two adults and two juveniles conducted an armed takeover robbery at a
phone store. Police quickly starting tracking the suspects who, during the escape, crashed their car.
Police arrested all four suspects and made a full recovery of all the stolen phones.
San Francisco, CA - June 29
An armed suspect robbed a wireless store of merchandise and fled. Phone Tracker alerted and
police tracked with GPS. The suspect was taken into custody and a full recovery was made.
Atlanta, GA - June 18
A lone suspect burglarized a wireless store and fled with smartphones. Phone Tracker was along
for the ride and alerted police. Within minutes police were tracking and when the suspect became
stationary, police moved in. A partial recovery was made.
Tempe Terrace, FL - June 14
A lone suspect burglarized a wireless store of merchandise and fled. Phone Tracker alerted police
to the robbery. Police tracked and apprehended the suspect. A full recovery was made.
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Amount
Recovered Summary
$41,000
1 arrest

$65,000
4 arrests
$73,000
4 arrests

$50,500
2 arrests

$30,000
1 arrest
$30,000
3 arrests

$11,000
2 arrests

Walnut Creek, CA - June 9
Three suspects burglarized a wireless store by tunneling through the drywall of an adjacent store.
Phone Tracker alerted and police used GPS to track the suspects to a house where they became
stationary. One suspect was apprehended, firearms were seized, 41 smartphones and other
stolen property from previous burglaries were recovered. The investigation is ongoing.
Calgary, AB - June 8
Four armed males entered a wireless store and made off with 65 iPhones. Phone Tracker alerted
and police tracked. A full recovery was made and the suspects are behind bars.
Lethbridge, AB - June 7
Four male suspects entered a wireless store, forced the employees to open the safe, and fled
with 73 iPhones. Police were alerted and tracked with GPS. Track data enabled police to deploy a
spike belt ahead of the suspect's route. All four suspects were apprehended and the phones were
returned to the store owner.
Matthews, NC - June 6
Two suspects entered a wireless store through the back door and took cash and smartphones.
Phone Tracker alerted police who arrived on the scene as the suspects were looking through
the merchandise. The suspects fled out the back door, dropped the bag containing the cash and
merchandise and fled in opposite directions. A full recovery was made and the investigation is still
ongoing.
Los Lunas, NM - June 6
A suspect held up a wireless store and fled a long distance before becoming stationary. Police were
alerted by Phone Tracker and tracked. The suspect was apprehended and all the merchandise was
recovered.
Norfolk, VA - June 4
Three suspects burglarized a wireless store in the early morning hours. The suspects took the
safe containing cash and smartphones and fled to a residence. Police tracked and upon arrival,
witnessed three suspects leaving the house. The suspects were taken into custody and the
handheld beacon was used to pinpoint the location of the stolen safe and its contents inside the
house. Hundreds of smartphones and a large amount of cash from previous crimes were also
recovered. The investigation is ongoing.
Chicago, IL - June 3
Two suspects robbed a wireless store just before closing time and fled by vehicle. Phone Tracker
alerted and police tracked. When the suspects became stationary, police moved in. All the
merchandise was recovered and the suspects are behind bars.
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Amount
Recovered Summary
$48,000
2 arrests

$10,100
5 arrests
$8,080
1 arrest
$35,000
3 arrests
$93,000
3 arrests
$35,000
2 arrests

$50,000
2 arrests
$46,000
2 arrests
$100,000
1 arrest

Clearwater, FL - June 2
Three armed suspects entered a wireless store, tied up two employees, and emptied the safe and
the cash register. Phone Tracker alerted and police tracked the suspects who during flight, switched
license plates and changed clothes in an attempt to throw off police. A full recovery was made and
two suspects were apprehended. The investigation is on going.
Houston, TX - June 2
Five suspects robbed a wireless store of cash and iPhones. Phone Tracker silently alerted police
who quickly tracked and apprehended the five suspects. A full recovery was made. The five
suspects have prior arrests and three are on bond for previous wireless store robberies.
Miami, FL - May 31
A lone suspect robbed a wireless store of iPhones. Within minutes, police had tracked and
apprehended the suspect. All the phones were returned to the store owner.
Milwaukee, WI - May 28
Three suspects robbed a wireless store during store hours. The suspects didn't get far before police
had them in custody. All the stolen iPhones were recovered.
Augusta, GA - May 23
Three armed suspects robbed a wireless store of 131 smartphones. Phone Tracker silently notified
police who tracked. When the suspects became stationary, police moved in. The suspects were
apprehended and a search warrant was obtained for the vehicle. A full recovery was made.
Bowmanville, ON - May 22
One disguised male robbed a wireless store of 40 iPhones and fled into a waiting vehicle driven
by an accomplice. Police were alerted, tracked and conducted a high-risk stop. Both males were
arrested and all the smartphones were recovered. The suspects are being charged with five
additional wireless store holdups. The investigation is ongoing.
Springfield, IL - May 18
Two armed suspects robbed a wireless store and fled on foot and then by vehicle. Police were
alerted and tracked. When police closed in, one suspect bailed out of the car and fled. Both
suspects were apprehended and all the merchandise was recovered.
Van Nuys, CA - May 18
Two armed male suspects conducted a takeover robbery at a wireless store. Police received alerts
and quickly began tracking. A full recovery was made and both suspects were apprehended.
Fountain Valley, CA - May 13
Three suspects broke into a wireless store and tunneled through drywall to get to the safe. The
suspects then cut into the safe and made off with 129 smartphones and other merchandise. Phone
Tracker notified police who tracked and conducted a felony car stop. A female suspect was taken
into custody and all the merchandise was recovered inside the vehicle. The other two suspects had
fled in a separate vehicle. The investigation is ongoing.
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Amount
Recovered Summary
$30,000
2 arrests
$4,400
2 arrests
$40,000
2 arrests

$30,000
4 arrests
$16,000
4 arrests

$10,500
2 arrests
$50,000
2 arrests

$5,977
1 arrest
$6,000

Baltimore, MD - May 11
Two suspects robbed a wireless store of smartphones. Police received alerts and quickly began
tracking. Both suspects were apprehended and all the merchandise was recovered still inside the
vehicle.
Hampton, GA - May 11
Two suspects burglarized a wireless store in the early morning hours. Police were alerted and
tracked and apprehended the two suspects. All the merchandise was recovered along with a
large number of smartphones from previous robberies.
Monticello, NY - May 11
Two armed suspects entered a wireless store, announced a robbery, and forced the manager
to open the safe. They made off with 55 smartphones into a waiting car. Police quickly tracked,
apprehended the suspects, and recovered all the merchandise. The two suspects are linked to
nine armed robberies in the greater New York area. The driver was not charged.
Houston, TX - May 4
Four suspects robbed a wireless store of cash and smartphones. Police tracked and apprehended
the suspects who are being investigated for other crimes. A full recovery was made.
Calgary, AB - May 2
Five suspects, one armed, robbed a wireless store of iPhones and fled by vehicle. Police used GPS
to track and apprehend four of the suspects who had exited the vehicle. The driver continued on
and abandoned the vehicle a short distance away. Police recovered the vehicle, the handgun and
all the merchandise in a nearby dumpster. The investigation is still ongoing.
Channelview, TX - Apr 30
Three suspects robbed a wireless store and fled by vehicle. Police moved in when the suspects
became stationary and a brief foot pursuit ensued. Two suspects were taken into custody and all
the merchandise was recovered.
Charlotte, NC - Apr 25
Two armed male suspects entered a wireless store, ordered employees and customers to the
ground, and helped themselves to the inventory. Police were silently alerted and tracked and
apprehended the suspects. The suspects are part of an organized group who are believed to be
responsible for over 1,000 robberies in the Charlotte, NC area! Police believe dozens of robberies
will be cleared because the two are in custody.
Redmond, OR - Apr 21
A lone suspect robbed a wireless store of smartphones and cash. Phone Tracker silently notified
police who tracked. All the merchandise and cash were recovered and the suspect was taken into
custody.
Chicago, IL - Apr 17
Two suspects robbed a wireless store of smartphones. Police were alerted by Phone Tracker and
tracked. Police recovered the discarded bag of merchandise for a full recovery.
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Amount
Recovered Summary
$11,000
1 arrest
$16,000
3 arrests

$500
2 arrests

$25,000
1 arrest
$28,868
4 arrests

$1,000
1 arrest

$106,000
2 arrests

$10,000
3 arrests

Channelview, TX - Apr 16
Three suspects robbed a wireless store of eleven smartphones and a Phone Tracker. Police tracked
with GPS. When police moved in, the suspects fled on foot. A full recovery was made and one
suspect was apprehended. The investigation is ongoing.
Albuquerque, NM - Apr 16
A lone armed male robbed a wireless store and then fled into a waiting vehicle driven by a female.
Phone Tracker's GPS enabled police to track and apprehend the suspects as they were in the
process of selling the stolen phones. Three suspects are in custody and all but two of the stolen
phones were recovered.
Alberta Beach, AB - Apr 14
Police placed a bait mail item in a community mailbox that was experiencing a rash of thefts. Two
suspects stole the package containing the tracker and fled through multiple jurisdictions. Police
tracked and apprehended the suspects who are part of a group targeting community mailboxes.
The investigation is ongoing as police hope to identify and capture the other accomplices.
Glen Oaks, NY - Apr 12
One suspect robbed a wireless store of 50 smartphones. Phone Tracker silently alerted police who
tracked. A full recovery was made.
Carson, CA - Apr 8
Two disguised suspects entered a wireless store and ushered everyone to the back office at
gunpoint. The suspects helped themselves to the iPhones from the safe and fled into a waiting car
driven by two accomplices. Police tracked with GPS and made a felony stop. The four suspects
were taken into custody and a full recovery was made. One of the suspects was out on bail for a
series of robberies throughout Orange County.
Spring, TX - Apr 4
Eight suspects broke into a convenience store and attempted to remove an ATM from its moorings.
When they were unsuccessful, they went behind the counter and took cigarettes, change and an
iPhone. Phone Tracker silently alerted police who arrived on the scene as the robbery was still in
progress. Multiple suspects were seen fleeing the store. Police apprehended one of the suspects
and recovered the stolen items. In addition to the $1,000 in stolen items, the store sustained $3K
in structural damages. The investigation is ongoing.
Katy, TX - Apr 3
Three male suspects robbed a wireless store at gunpoint and forced the employees and customers
into a back room. They waited there until the timed safe opened and then exited with merchandise
and $1,700 in cash. Police were automatically alerted and quickly tracked the suspects. When the
police attempted to pull the suspects over, they fled on foot. A full recovery was made and two
suspects were apprehended.
Houston, TX - Apr 3
Three suspects forced employees and a customer into the back room of a wireless store.
The suspects stole 20 smartphones and fled. Phone Tracker alerted police who tracked and
apprehended the suspects. A full recovery was made.
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Amount
Recovered Summary
$30,000

East Greenville, PA - Mar 31
In the early morning hours, police received alerts from Phone Tracker in an electronics store in East
Greenville. Police quickly responded and arrived at the store within minutes. The suspects fled but
left their safe cracking tools next to the safe. A full recovery was made. The tools have been tracked
back to a store and police are still investigating.

$48,000

Costa Mesa, CA - Mar 29
Store employees at a wireless store were forced at gunpoint into a back room. The suspects made
off with a large amount of cash and merchandise. Luckily Phone Tracker was along for the ride and
alerted police. Police tracked in the air and on the ground and made a felony stop as the vehicle
was exiting a freeway. The three suspects are behind bars and all the stolen phones as well as
the two handguns used in the robbery were recovered.

3 arrests

$35,600
1 arrest
$87,465
3 arrests

$24,000
1 arrest
$30,000
2 arrests
$30,000
3 arrests

Fort Worth, TX - Mar 22
Suspect robbed a wireless store of cash and smartphones. Phone Tracker silently notified police
who tracked. A full recovery was made and the suspect is behind bars.
Mississauga, ON - Mar 16
Three male suspects entered a wireless store, one was armed with a rifle and another with a knife.
The employees were then forced to turn over $1,000 from the cash registers and 87 iPhones from
their store and an adjacent wireless store. The suspects then fled to a residence. Police tracked
with GPS and setup surveillance around the area. All the merchandise and the weapons were
recovered inside and the suspects were taken into custody.
Fullerton, CA - Mar 5
Suspect burglarized a wireless store. Phone Tracker silently alerted the police to a burglary and
began tracking the suspect as he traveled through multiple jurisdictions. A partial recovery was
made and the suspect was apprehended.
West Allis, WI - Feb 28
Two suspects burglarized a wireless store in the early morning. Phone Tracker silently notified
police who tracked the suspects until they became stationary. A full recovery was made and the
suspects are behind bars.
Albany, OR - Feb 27
Three suspects robbed a wireless store and fled by vehicle. Police used GPS to track the suspects.
When the suspects became stationary in a building, police set up a perimeter. The suspects were
apprehended and police used the handheld beacon to locate the stolen property inside the
suspects' vehicle. A full recovery was made.
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